Computer model of cardiac repolarization processes and of the recovery sequence.
A computer model simulating both excitation and recovery processes within a block of heart muscle tissue has been developed and implemented on different IBM PC AT compatible computers. The model incorporates blocks of tissue consisting of several thousand elements and introduces phenomena which are completely or partly omitted in other existing cardiac electrophysiology models. These phenomena include the electric anisotropy of the tissue, different durations of repolarization in different layers of tissue, and the different shapes of action potential which correspond to cells excited when not fully recovered. Implementation of the model on small personal computers requires the use of a special data structure management and an effective algorithmic background. The program of the model is written in PASCAL and uses dynamically allocated data structures and the asynchronous simulation technique of event planing. These techniques are described in detail. The model has been used in various experiments. Results of simulation studies are presented in the form of modeled three-lead electrocardiographic records. The experimental series which are described include basic patterns of regular activation sequences, modeling of premature beats, simulation of effects due to fast pacing, models of ischemia and infarction, simulation of reentry mechanisms with a special reference to the initiation of ventricular fibrillation, and models of late potentials. The future development of more realistic models of the cardiac recovery process is also discussed.